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Overview
Dinner On Sunday, La Comida is an original, interactive documentary 
series that gathers a diverse group of celebrities, influencers and 
“neighbors-next-door” for an intimate meal, bridging the gap of 
diversity across the dining room table. 

Content Marketing Opportunities

Financial 
partners

($5000-$50,000)

Media 
partnership

In-Kind
partners
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DINNER ON SUNDAY, LA COMIDA

AN ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARY SERIES

The original documentary series “Dinner On Sunday, La Comida is a 4K 
production created and produced by Anna Maria Davis, a Mexican-
American producer, director  and writer best known for her cross-
cultural productions including “Fools Rush In” and “Dinner On Sunday”.

Each episode will be a journey including “anything and everything” from 
shopping and cooking leading up to “breaking bread” with the host, 
Anna Maria, crew, featured co-host and the guests. Film locations will 
include colorful farmer’s markets, unique boutiques, ranches, hotels, 
restaurants and private homes that will keep the episode moving and 
interesting for the audience.   As each episode moves from preparation 
to dinner, the focus will reposition to the guests, their stories and topics 
of conversation highlighting the diverse points of view from each of the 
guests.  As the episode ends Anna Maria  will bring the guests closer in 
either agreement or “agreeing to disagree” on the topics discussed.  

The series is being distributed across web, mobile, e360tv OTT network 
(Amazon Fire, Apple TV, Roku), US and Mexico cable, SCETTT.tv and 
additional streaming networks.  Promotions include digital advertising, 
social promos, traffic management and SEO public relations.

KEY NUMBERS

3M+
Sponsored 
Content Views

300k+
Sponsored 
Social Views

10M
Sponsored 
Media Coverage
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VIEWER DEMOGRAPHICS



PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Dinner On Sunday, La Comida...



5-Star Branding Partner

Content and associated 30-day social promos, digital ads, SEO PR are all co-
branded along with “powered by” pre-roll, editorial influence for episode and 30-
second commercial embedded into first break.

$10,000

Content and brand are “one-in-the-same”.    Entertainment marketing!
30-day promotion across socials, digital ad networks and SEO PR, guaranteed 250 media placements.
Pre-roll into content.
30-second commercial embedded into content in first 3 minutes of programming.
Editorial influence into content including guest appearance.  
Subtitles in Additional Language
Highlighted guest in episode and opportunity to explain background and vision of organization.
Demonstration how sponsor product line works and educate the audience how to use them, if applicable..
Included in extended version on streaming channels and websites. 
Click to purchase included

Deliverables 300k+
Branded 
Social Views

10M
Co-branded 
Media Coverage

3M+
Sponsored 
Content Views

186M+
Screen 
Distribution



4-Star Branding Partner

Content and associated 14-day social promos, 
digital ads and PR are co-branded. “Powered 
By” branded pre-roll into episode.

$5,000

14-day promotion across socials to  trend on top hashtags.
Digital ad campaign across websites with audiences of 
similar interests for geo-specific areas and demographics.
Highlighted sponsor in two press releases prior to episode 
debut. 
“Powered By” pre-roll brand placement.
Demonstration  how sponsor product work and educate the 
audience how to use them. Limited to one product.
Subtitles in Additional Language
Included in extended version on streaming channels and 
websites. 

3-Star Sponsorship

Guest appears on show and gains the 
notoriety from association of the show, the 
promotions and distribution on e360tv & 
SCETTT.tv

$2,500

Mention in SEO PR campaign to increase 
visibility via search engines.
Excerpt of show that includes their 
appearance. 
or sizzle reel of appearance, there is  an 
additional fee for edited sizzle reel.
Subtitles in additional language
Click to purchase included  



Content to Commerce Interactivity
Episodes will include content-to-
commerce and other  interactivity 
for web and mobile viewers.  This 
allows:

❏ Sponsored products be purchased 
directly from content

❏ Bios and social linking for guests.

❏ Additional footage, education snippets 
and further information with a click.

❏ Audience never has to leave video.

47% 
Increased 

Time Spent

32% 
Memorability

9x
Purchase 

Intent



TV 
Anywhere. 
Anytime.              

SCETTT.tv
ShopCookEatTalkTasteTour.com



e360tv 
Audience 
& Reach



Co-branded content marketing with niche digital and 
social promos make an huge impact on reach.

Empire Inks sponsored “3rd Coast Ink”, an edgy 
reality show based out of a mom n’ pop tattoo parlor in 
Kenosha, WI.

Promotions resulted in trending on the top IG hashtags for 
tattoo enthusiasts, over 200,000+ views on trailer, 5,000+ 
engagements, 300,000+ episode views, and exposure to 
target audiences of 3M worldwide via news coverage.
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Branded content organic and paid promotional 
campaigns can reach millions.

Melissa Hull, an author, show host and public 
speaker writes a monthly blog, produces a video series on 
emerging entrepreneurs and presents live worldwide.  

e360tv directed promotions across e360tv, Huffington Post, 
MSN, ABC resulted in over 2.3 million impressions of her 
blog and over 1 million views on her show, “The Melissa 
Hull Show” on web, Amazon Fire, Apple TV and Roku.  

200k+
Social

300k+
Audience

3M+
Media

1.1M+
Audience

500k+
Social 

3M WebWide 
Impressions



Content marketing is 7.8 times more effective in 
reaching customers quickly.

Fit N’ Seal, a new consumer product, needed to reach 
active lifestyle audiences in specific regions. By sponsoring 
and appearing in True Sk8board Mag Live Show they had a 
huge success.

The social and digital promotions resulted in the episode going 
viral and receiving 482,000 niche views over the first 10 days 
with all promos targeting Fit N’ Seal target customers.
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“Cord-Cutters” are the fastest growing segment of 
viewers. e360tv lives where they view.

e360tv endpoints include web, mobile, Amazon Fire, Apple 
TV and Roku. e360tv works hand-in-hand with content 
producers to drive target audience viewership for them and 
sponsoring brands. 

e360tv uses digital, social, SEO and other promotional 
mechanisms to ensure success and satisfaction from all.   

100k+
Social

480k+
Audience

10
Days

9M+
Audience

186M+
Screens 

12M WebWide 
Impressions



WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT

Anna Maria Davis 
amdmxusa@gmail.com

310.648.0994

mailto:amdmxusa@gmail.com

